
NOVEMBER / 2020 - WARNING! MANDATORY STOP USE. Failure to do so may result in serious injury or death 

  

At Honeywell, our mission is to be the global leader in personal protective equipment with innovative solutions that 

protect and save lives. In line with our commitment to our mission statement, we are writing to inform you that Harness 

850KQC/S/MBK failed an Arc Flash ASTM F887 test that is part of our validation/test processes which is performed to 

guarantee the safety of our products. This test failure also impacts the use of other 850K models, as well as models in 

the 650K, 060076, 080007 product lines. While there have been NO reported incidents due to this nonconformity, 

continued use of the product for arc flash protection could result in serious injury or death. 

Honeywell Personal Protective Equipment announces an immediate stop use of the Honeywell Miller Heavy Duty 

Harness 650K, 850K, 060076, and 080007 Kevlar series ONLY when used for arc flash protection.  

The following documents provide detailed instructions on immediate actions you are required to take.  

 

Identify if your material has been impacted by the recall with the below list and instructions.  

  

Potentially impacted part numbers 

080007/S/M 850KFDQC-58/XXLBK 650K-25/UBK 850KQC/XSBK 

080007/U 850KQC/S/MBK 650K-4/UBK-USS 850KQC-4/S/MBK 

650K-4/S/MBK 850KQC/UBK 650K-4/XSBK 850KQC-4/UBK 

650K-4/UBK 850KQC/XXLBK 650K-58/S/MBK 850KQC-4/UBK-POR 



650K-4/XXLBK 850KQC/XXXLBK 650K-58/UBK 850KQC-4/XXLBK 

650KQC/S/MBK 850KQC-58/3XBK 650K-58/XXLBK 850KQC-4/XXXLBK 

650KQC/UBK 850KQC-58/S/MBK 650KFD/S/MBK 850KQC/UBK-USS 

650KQC/XXLBK 850KQC-58/UBK 650KFD-58/3XBK 
 

650KQC-4/S/MBK 850KQC-58/XXLBK 650KFD-58/S/MBK 
 

650KQC-4/UBK 650K-77/S/MBK 650KFD-58/UBK 
 

650KQC-4/XXLBK 650K-77/UBK 650KFD-58/XXLBK 
 

650KQC-4/XXXLBK 650K-77/XXLBK 650KQC-4/S/MBK-USS 
 

650KQC-58/UBK 060076/S/MBK 650KQC-4/UBK-USS 
 

650KQC-58/XXLBK 060076/UBK 650KQC-58/3XBK 
 

850KFDQC58/3XBK 060076/XXLBK 650KQC-58/S/MBK 
 

060076/XXXLBK 850KFDQC-58/S/MBK 850K/S/MBK 
 

850KFDQC-58/UBK 080007/XXL 850KQC/S/MBK-USS 
 

  

If you have products with part numbers from the potentially impacted part numbers list, complete the following steps:  

 

If your harness is on the potentially impacted part number list and is manufactured between April 29, 2015 and April 1, 

2020, please request a replacement by completing the following: 

Product Information Documentation 

Proof of Destruction 

Click here and attach product information documentation and proof of destruction to submit your request.  

https://safety.honeywell.com/content/dam/his-sandbox/news/stop-use-850k-650k/product-information-documentation-form-and-info-location-instructions.xlsx
https://safety.honeywell.com/content/dam/his-sandbox/news/stop-use-850k-650k/proof-of-destruction-instructions-.pdf
mailto:creditsandreturns@honeywell.com?subject=Arc%20Flash%20Mandatory%20Stop%20Use&body=To%20Honeywell%20Customer%20Service,%0D%0A%0DI%20have%20received%20MANDATORY%20STOP%20USE%20NOTICE%20letter%20from%20Honeywell%20and%20I%20would%20like%20to%20submit%20details%20of%20the%20products%20affected%20by%20this%20notice.%0D%0A%0D%0AFind%20attached%20the%20Excel%20file%20with%20the%20required%20information%20and%20the%20proof%20of%20destruction%20pictures.%0D%0A%0D%0AWhere%20were%20the%20products%20purchased%3A%0D%0A(Leave%20it%20blank%20if%20you%20do%20not%20remember%20where%20you%20purchased%20the%20products)%0D%0A%0D%0AMy%20Name%3A%0D%0AMy%20Company%20Name%3A%0D%0A%0D%0AStreet%3A%0D%0ACity%3A%0D%0AState%20%2F%20Province%3A%0D%0APostal%20%2F%20Zip%20Code%3A%0D%0ACountry%3A%0D%0A%0D%0APhone%20Number%3A%0D%0APreferred%20Email%3A%0D%0A%0D%0AWe%20use%20this%20information%20in%20strict%20accordance%20with%20our%20Privacy%20Policy%3A%0D%0Ahttps%3A%2F%2Fwww.honeywell.com%2Fprivacy-statement%0D%0A

